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- 1037 tft and led and pixel and matrix and row USPAT; 2003/08/22 

and column and (shield$3 or block$3) US-PGPUB; 16:04 
EPO; JPO; 
DERWENT 

- 752 tft and led and pixel and array and row USPAT; 2003/08/19 
and column and (shield$3 or block$3) US-PGPUB; 12:23 

EPO; JPO; 
DERWENT 

- 50 {tft and led and pixel and array and row USPAT; 2003/08/19 
and column and (shield$3 or block$3)) and US-PGPUB; 12:27 
((shield$3 or block$3) with  (parasitic or EPO; JPO; 
capacitance)) DERWENT 

- 37 ((tft and led and pixel and array and row USPAT; 2003/08/19 
and column and (shield$3 or block$3)) and US-PGPUB; 1 16:01 
((shield$3 or block$3) with (parasitic or EPO; JPO; 
capacitance)))  and @ad<20001110 DERWENT 

32 (parasitic with capacit$4 with pixel with USPAT; 2003/08/19 
(shield$3 or block$3) with electr$7) and US-PGPUB; 18:39 
@ad<20001110 EPO; JPO; 

DERWENT 
- 8 ("4884079"  |   "5530266"  |  "5827755" | USPAT 2003/08/19 

"6093937"   I   "6117752"   |   "6140667" | 16:44 
"6160271"   |   "6195196").PN. 

- 303 (connect$3 with pixel with (shield$3 or USPAT; 2003/08/19 
block$3) with electr$7) and @ad<20001110 US-PGPUB; 18:40 

EPO; JPO; 
DERWENT 

- 14 {(connect$3 with pixel with  (shield$3 or USPAT; 2003/08/19 
block$3) with electr$7)  and @ad<20001110) US-PGPUB; 18:41 
and (common adj line) EPO; JPO; 

DERWENT 
- 2393 ((shield$3 or block$3) with common) and USPAT; 2003/08/22 

pixel and @ad<20001110 US-PGPUB; 16:06 
EPO; JPO; 
DERWENT 

- 591 ((shield$3 or block$3) with common with USPAT; 2003/08/22 
pixel)  and @ad<20001110 US-PGPUB; 16:30 

EPO; JPO; 
DERWENT 

- 21 ((shield$3 or block$3) with over with USPAT; 2003/08/22 
common with pixel)  and @ad<20001110 US-PGPUB; 16:31 

EPO; JPO; 
DERWENT 

18 ((shield$3 or block$3)  with  (common adj USPAT; 2003/08/22 
(line or wire)) with pixel) and US-PGPUB; 17:58 
@ad<20001110 EPO; JPO; 

DERWENT 
15 ((shield$3 or block$3) with  (common adj USPAT; 2003/08/22 

(line or wire)) with over) and US-PGPUB; 17:59 
@ad<20001110 EPO; JPO; 

DERWENT 
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